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Superhoze instructions can be found on the rear of the packaging. 

Simply remove the wrap and find them on the reverse. 

Peel back the 

wrap to reveal the 

instructions 

Instructions on Packaging 



An International version of the Superhoze instructions can be viewed and 

downloaded from the Hozelock website: 

https://www.hozelock.com/our-products/watering/garden-hose/superhoze/ 

Instructions on the Website 

http://www.hozelock.com/our-products/watering/garden-hose/superhoze/


To ensure the correct ‘open’ and ‘close’ operation of 

the nozzle follow the steps below:  

1. Press nozzle into fitting 
 

2. Grip grey sleeve 
 

3. Turn yellow nozzle in both 

directions to open and  close 

water flow 

Nozzle Operation 



The expansion controller shown below is an integral 

part of the Superhoze design. Please do not confuse 

this with being a blocked hose. 

Expansion Controller 



If the water pressure is low (less than 2 bar) the hose may not fully 

expand to maximum length. During use the end of the hose appears 

to retract slightly as shown on the photographs. This will not affect 

the product’s performance. 

Low Pressure/Hose Not Fully Expanded 



If for any reason the hose connectors are removed from the 

Superhoze please ensure the correct re-assembly procedure is 

conducted as detailed below: 

1. Hold the fabric with one hand and slide expansion retainer up 

to the adapter moulding. Ensure it is firmly pressed against the 

adapter. 

Adapter moulding Expansion retainer 

Connector Assembly 



2. Insert the adapter moulding/expansion retainer assembly 

into the connector fitting ensuring all connector teeth are 

inside the face of the expansion retainer as shown below. 

Connector teeth Expansion retainer 



3. Screw nut onto the connector ensuring there's no cross 

threading and no connector teeth deformed/trapped, 

continue until it is fully tightened. 
  

 
  

 



Superhoze Spares 

 The Superhoze Aqua Stop connectors 

can be replaced and will be available 

as existing spare Z21615 

 

 The ‘tail’ or nut of the Superhoze 

connector is permanently fixed, so  

the nut in the spare will not be needed 

Replaceable  

9mm Aqua Stop Connector 

Z21615  
(93252-000) 

 The above instruction leaflet will be sent out with the 

replacement connector and illustrate that the nut should 

be discarded when used with Superhoze 



Turn your Superhoze packaging into a storage device, by making a 

hole in the bottom of the tub to allow any residual water to escape. 

It is also suggested to leave the lid off to aid ventilation. 

Empty the tub 

before drilling 

Use the Tub for Storage 



Additional Information 

All Hozelock Retail Hose are  

Phthalate Free to <0.1% 

Superhoze has a 3 year guarantee as standard, plus 2 

additional year if the consumer registers online  

Superhoze is not recommended 

for use with Pressure Washers 



Q: Can more than one Superhoze be joined together and what is the 
maximum lengths that can be joined? What are the implications e.g. loss 
of pressure? 

A: Yes you can and we recommend that up to 2 x 30m Superhozes be 
connected at any one time. Depending on tap water pressure, 
performance may be affected i.e. slight retraction when the hose end is 
open. 

Q: Can you attach a Superhoze to the end of an Auto Reel?  

A: Yes you can, but depending on tap water pressure, performance may 
be affected i.e. slight retraction when the hose end is open. 

Q: Can you attach a Superhoze to Pico Power?  

A: No, it is not recommended that the Superhoze is used with a Pressure 
Washer.  

Frequently Asked Questions 


